Why do we accept flawed vaccines?

Products designed to protect should not injure or kill. They should not require a tax-funded billion dollar compensation program like the VACCINE INJURY COMPENSATION PROGRAM to sustain their continued use.

How many injuries and deaths due to flawed vaccines are you willing to accept?

Those who profit in the billions from the sale of their products should be financially responsible for injuries and death their products cause. But Congress gave full liability protection to vaccine makers and providers in 1986, removing any financial incentive to improve safety.

Can the pharmaceutical industry be trusted to make safe products? Or do they have a history of fraud, marketing abuses, hiding risk data, and putting profits before lives?

Today, Merck is on trial, accused of falsification of the efficacy data on the mumps portion of the MMR. Merck is also on trial, accused of fraud, deceit, and negligence regarding the HPV vaccine Gardasil.